NRC authorizes search for independent auditor

BY CYNTHIA BARAKATT

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission on Thursday approved its staff recommendation to select a new independent auditor to oversee the design review of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant.

The Commission voted 4 to 1 to order an independent auditor with no previous financial ties to Pacific Gas and Electric Co., to oversee the engineering design and construction review of the plant, NRC representative Sue Gagner said.

The staff recommendation was presented to the commission as a compromise after plant opponents called for the disqualification of Robert L. Cloud, a Berkeley firm employed by PG&E to conduct the audit.

Criticism of Cloud stemmed from the firm past financial ties to the utility. A staff member’s report to the commission stated that the loyalty of Cloud’s income in the first 10 months of 1981 came from PG&E.

The utility has one week to meet with legal interveners against the plant, such as Gov. Edmund G. Brown, Jr., and Mothers for Peace, and come up with a firm that has no past financial ties with the utility and has the technical ability and manpower to conduct the audit, said Gagner.

If, after one week, the parties cannot come up with a firm acceptable to both sides, the NRC will appoint a firm, she said.

Teledyne Engineering Services of Waltham, Mass., has been mentioned by both the NRC and PG&E as a candidate for overseeing the audit.

Teledyne appears to be acceptable in view of the independence criteria and appears to have the technical experience to conduct the audit,” Gagner said.

However, a list of eligible firms will be drawn up. The discussion before yesterday’s decision is made, she said.

PG&E feels the NRC decision for a new auditor is “reasonable” said PG&E representative Sue Brown.

Brown stressed the Cloud firm was found to be competent and that there was no sign of prejudice for the utility discovered in the audit under their supervision.

Cloud will be retained as part of the audit, but will be replaced in overseeing firm conducting the audit, she said.

The NRC decision will benefit the utility by setting definite standards and clarifying what the commission expects, said Brown.

“We can really get the show on the road,” said Brown.

“We (PG&E) have been in limbo,” she said. “Now we at least can get on the right track, we know what the standard are.”

Radio debate did not address validity of Bible, students say

Monday’s debate on Christianity did not discuss the validity of the Bible adequately, especially when it came to the four questions presented in the first part of the discussion, said Dale Chin, coordinator of the Interfaith Christian Fellowship on campus.

The informal debate on KCPR’s Open Book held on Monday night was the result of a challenge by Mark Robnd. a resident member, to the discussion by its participants and was approved by PG&E to conduct the audit.

The informal debate on KCPR’s Open Book held on Monday night was the result of a challenge by Mark Robnd., a resident member, to the discussion by its participants and was approved by PG&E to conduct the audit.

The debate was labeled a free-flowing discussion by its participants and was aired at 6 p.m. It lasted an hour and a half.

Chin said he felt many of the questions raised had nothing to do with the truth of the Bible.

“Questions like, ‘Did Pontius Pilate have free will’ and ‘Why were the Jehovah’s Witnesses the only German resistance group in denounce Naziism’ have little to do with the validity of the Bible,’ said Chin.

The other two questions in the beginning of the discussion that Chin felt were not adequate in discussing the validity of the Bible were: “Is the end of the book of Mark true scripture?” and “What are the names of the false prophets, prophets that are coming?”

Chin also said there was not enough time during the debate to go into the subject of Christianity thoroughly.

The debate should have dealt with the Bible more structured in order to benefit the listeners more and give the participants better prepared responses,” he said.

A more formal type of debate would have enlightened listeners more, but Roland wanted to deal with the more technical aspects of the Bible, Chin said.

Morrow agreed, adding that he wished the discussion could have been centered more on the historical aspects of the Bible.

Although an issue of this magnitude could take an indefinite period to discuss, he said he felt the hour and a half on KCPR was adequate for a debate of this type.

Mike Fitzgibbons, Roland’s collaborator for the event not only listened to the open discussion but also was one of the callers during the 50 minutes of the debate open to the public.

Fitzgibbons said he felt Mark got across the basic issue which was to be honest and tell the truth.

“Any other inventions are made by man to monopolize power and profit,” he said.

Fitzgibbons said that he thought Roland addressed the issues fairly and that he didn’t circle the questions given to him by Morrow.

“Never is there enough time for a debate of this type,” said Fitzgibbons, a two-year course would barely cover the topic well enough.

He said Roland felt Morrow evaded questions that he asked and that Morrow avoided answering major questions that were raised.

The callers, Fitzgibbons added, were very much like the ones that had plagued him since the intentions of the debate were first discussed, very emotional.

He said that in the last few months since Roland and he first started to campaign for a debate, he had received calls from Christians from as far away as Irvine who hassled him and refused to let him express his views.

“Most of the callers were too emotional and this is dangerous because when people let their emotions get away like that they become, among other things, highly unreasonable,” he said.

Fitzgibbons said Christians generally trusted what he would say and accept it without really studying it on their own.

James Marcotte, a Cuesta College student, was one of the “false prophets” that were listened to the debate and said he felt nothing was really accomplished.

Animal activists have posed the question: are the civil rights of this swine being violated?

BY SHARON REZAK

Animal activism:

Though you probably won’t see them pecking, farm animals such as chickens, cows and pigs are the subject of a new national civil rights campaign which could be the “issue of the 80s” according to various animal activists.

Certain leading advocates of animal rights want to see the means of raising farm animals for slaughter changed. These activists claim that current agricultural husbandry practices of raising chickens in small cages and bringing up pigs and calves in tight stalls before going off to market is inhumane.

The end result of this animal rights movement (if it gains momentum) could change current production techniques for farmers, causing lower production and lead to higher consumer prices for meat, poultry and eggs.

The campaign is generally referred to as “animal welfare” which roughly means “what is good or moral for the animal,” according to an April 1981 issue of Gobble’s magazine.

The animal wellfareists, which range from various animal humane groups to vegetarians, claim animals have certain inherent rights which are violated by current husbandry practices. These rights have been spelled out by Great Britain’s animal welfare laws and adopted by American activists. The animal “bill of rights,” according to the Feb. 21 Los Angeles Times, includes: “the ability to get up, lie down, turn around, stretch limbs without difficulty and groom normal­ly.”

The movement is concerned with the raising of animals in a factory-type way—known as “confinement.” Farming, environmentally-controlled buildings with timed feedings, fluorescent lighting and sterilized conditions are what farm animals are raised in from birth until they are shipped off to market, according to the Times article.

Confinement is objectionable to animal activists because caging chickens, for example, in small cages suppresses “natural instincts,” such as stretching wings, wallowing in the dust, and incubating their eggs. They also object to mother sows kept in stalls too small to turn around in while raising litters.

According to Roland Pautz, head of the Poultry Department at Cal Poly, confinement is necessary to ensure lower costs for production and labor and to create higher output of stock at more affordable prices for the consumer. Confinement is also to the benefit of the animal, he said.

“Pigs may be kept in small quarters, but this is to keep the mother sow from turning around and rolling on and crushing her litter,” said Pautz.

According to Pautz, there is confinement in the pens for pigs and coops for chickens at Cal Poly, but not to the same degree as a large far­ ming production, which he said the animal welfare campaign is directed at.
Activists demand civil rights for barnyard animals

From page 1

"Call Poly has happy animals," said animal rights activist Tony Chiklli of Malibu. "We feed them right and take care of them.

Chiklli also said the animal right movement was not "a cult." To those critics who say the movement has "lost its way," he responds, "it may be detrimental to the health of the animal, according to the California Article. Today's farm turkey is better off than the chicken of 50 years ago. The rearing rate for each hen has more than doubled and the mortality rate has dropped from 50 percent to 10 percent. This is due to confinement practices."

Several diseases and parasitic infections have been reduced to almost zero due to the sterile and efficient environment in the confinement farm. Another problem is not dealing with the emotions of the general public. Pautz said the image of going fat, smiling cows grazing contentedly on the green hillside while little squealing pigs roam in the sunshine. Those days of free-ranging on the farm are gone, said Pautz. Allowing animals to roam in the sunshine is a "cow's right." Also, he said, "free-ranging" is highly expensive. "If people want to pay five bucks a dozen for eggs, they can see Grandma feeding her chickens on a little farm, that's fine," Pautz said. "But there's no way they (farmers) could keep up with the demand for eggs.

Many of the animal activities believe that animals have feelings and emotions, just like humans. Therefore, they believe confinement can affect these emotions. "Animals do indeed have emotions," said Dr. Marcotte, director of the Institute for the Study of Animal Problems, in Washington D.C. His group is not promoting vegetarianism, he said, but rather the improvement of current confinement practices.
Review
Shakespeare: ageless wit and wisdom

BY LOI ANDERSON

The philosophical insight of William Shakespeare still speaks to us even now. His timeless themes are still as meaningful today as they were in Elizabethan times. Each new production has a style of its own, bringing out a new, yet traditional interpretation. Each new production is a reflection of its time, just as Shakespeare’s was.

The 1982 production of "A Midsummer Night’s Dream" was successful and strong. Marshall’s choice of cast, set and costumes was a magical key unlocking Shakespeare’s wit and wisdom.

The four paradigmatic couples of Athenians reflect the confusion of love. Confused courtships, forest fairies and enchantment are Shakespeare’s means to mockery of the complications become immediately obvious as Hippolyta shows no great love for Theseus to whom she is literally bound and chained. Hermia’s father does not approve of Lysander and instead prefers Demetrius, another Athenian youth for his daughter. Add to the scene, Helena, who was jilted by Demetrius, yet still, "Dotes, devously dothes, dothes in idolaty upon him, and we have the background for "A Midsummer Night’s Dream."

As Theseus enters with his captured queen and announces their pending wedding, a wealthy Athenian gentleman brings his daughter before the ruler demanding judgment on her for refusing to marry Demetrius, the man he has chosen for her. Hermia instead declares love for Theseus whom her father disapproves. When Theseus tells her she must marry Demetrius or face death, she chooses to die unwed.

York as Theseus had a voice that did not dominate the stage. For a ruler, it is surprising he would endure to be upstaged by the musical accompaniment. Despite this problem, York did exude a commanding, if quiet, authority.

In the role of Hippolyta, Maassey answers her ferocious feline call. clad in leopard skin cape and fur-collared boots, the Amazon queen wore and bore to an effective extent. Maassey is likewise in spite of, if not because of, her catness.

The character of Lysander was appealing for his good looks and gentlemanly voice, as well as his romantic nature. One can visually appreciate Hermia’s preference of him over Demetrius, who lacking in bodily stature redeem himself with his amity and wit. Beguelin as Lysander handled his lovesick lines of poetry in an admirable fashion and was effective in creating her character image. As Demetrius, Steve Thomas was a commendably comical figure to watch. His Olympian run across the stage with Helena on his heels was one of the evening’s highlights.

The story continues in another part of Athens as a group of actors prepare a play. The entertainment following Theseus’s wedding to Hippolyta. Bottom, played by V. Craig Heidenreich was the major character in the play within the play. Heidenreich was boisterous and loud in his quality performance. His experience as an actor, including work at the Old Globe Theatre in San Diego, was evident as he took control of the stage and the play of "Pyramus and Thisby," in which he portrayed the hero. The audience was appreciative of Heidenreich, applauding his speeches and responding to Bottom’s not-so-humorous, humor, and good nature. At times his character may have been an "ass," but Heidenreich himself left no doubt as to his self-confidence and ability.

Others of the makeshift company were commendable also, especially Kendra Caldwell-Jorgensen in the heroine role of Thery and Larry Rahle who played a not-so-bright version of a wall. While the acting troupe plans to meet in the woods for rehearsal, Hermia and Lysander hope to the same woods, followed by Demetrius, who is passionately pursued by Helena.

Lisa Remsen as Helena gave an especially fine performance. Through the highs and lows of her emotional outbursts, she made the audience feel her passion and her pain. Remsen was loud, clear expressive, emotionally superb. And as the wronged heroine, she inspired compassionate pity and support. Her easy way with Shakespeare’s verse deserved mention as does her overall ability as an actress.

Once in the wood, the amusing mischief of the fairy kingdom contributes to the confusion, Oberon, the king of the fairies, and Titania, his fairy queen, quarrel and Oberon sets out to embarrass and trick the queen. Upon viewing the unfortunate situation with Lysander and Hermia, Helena also designs to meddle with the mortals.

Bill Bossier, in the role of Oberon, was a delight for the audience. His fine facial expressions were made all the more apparent by his comically created held head and pointed ears. His movement about the stage was devoured with repetition, and his communication with the crowd more than entertained. Titania, the fairy queen, did not sit regally in her role. Although her dance and nonverbal expression were effective, she did not seem comfortable with the verbal expression.

To carry out his plans, Oberon called on his servant, Puck. Puck (played by Maile Pottinger), who is a clever and mischievous jester who takes special delight in playing tricks on mortals.

Pottinger did an excellent job with her kantalike and energetic character. Although her lines were sometimes spoken too quick for comprehension, she exuded an excited spirit—ones that would be expected from such a prankster. Pottenger ran, leaped, pranced and tumbled to every corner of the stage. Her performance was a special treat for the audience.

Instead of setting things aright, Puck causes chaos. Lysander, under a spell, falls in love with Helena and spurs a chain of comical events. Hera is cast off by both Lysander and Demetrius, who now loves only Helena. Helena feels that she is being mocked by the men and rejects them, pleading that they not be so cruel to her.

The costumes of the members of the fairy kingdom was done very well. Creative flowery garments of bright colors and flamboyant patterns adored the spirit world. Of special note was the costume of Puck as she observed Lysander pleading for Helena’s love.

In the end, all is set right. Puck remedies the mischievous mischief from Oberon to Lysander, who with the aid of fairy magic rediscovers his love for Helena. The two couples are wed in a triple ceremony with Theseus and Hippolyta. Helena and Oberon reconcile their differences and cast a blessing on the newlyweds.

The stage design and props for "A Midsummer Night’s Dream" were in a triple ceremony with Theseus and Hippolyta. Helena and Oberon reconcile their differences and cast a blessing on the newlyweds. Bottom recovers his human head in time to put on a pathetically grand performance in the tragic play "Perseus and Thesusa.

The dancers in the play added grace and classic style to the performance. The tumbling, back and forth across the stage, lent a nice touch to various scenes, but the acrobatic exercises were drawn out and like Puck, who became bored with the exhibition, so did at least one member of the audience.

The fairy kingdom was done very well. Creative flowery garments of bright colors and flamboyant patterns adorned the spirit world. Of special note was the costume of Puck as she observed Lysander pleading for Helena’s love. The two couples are wed in a triple ceremony with Theseus and Hippolyta. Helena and Oberon reconcile their differences and cast a blessing on the newlyweds.

The stage design and props for "A Midsummer Night’s Dream" were in a triple ceremony with Theseus and Hippolyta. Helena and Oberon reconcile their differences and cast a blessing on the newlyweds. Bottom recovers his human head in time to put on a pathetically grand performance in the tragic play "Perseus and Thesusa."
Review

J. Pauls: salad and service

by Twyla Thomas

Staff Writer

J. Pauls is perhaps the newest restaurant in San Luis Obispo. It may also become the newest "in" place to meet friends for a leisurely, relaxing lunch.

Sous, salads and spirits are their specialties, but it also has charm, freshness and character.

J. Pauls opened Feb. 8 on the corner of Higuera and Broad Streets — a convenient downtown location that was meant to catch the shopping trade.

The calm atmosphere of J. Pauls stems from its décor of hanging and potted plants placed all over the restaurant, the lazy revolving fans, hanging lamps and soft background music.

The charm of the restaurant is one of its biggest assets. It makes the meal more pleasant to eat in such a service environment.

J. Pauls will probably gain its reputation and character from the merits of its service and its food foremost even before its food is considered.

This restaurant is perfect to go to for a convivial meeting with good friends.

The tables are comfortable to sit at and the airy, fresh open atmosphere is perfect for chatting and dawdling over a glass of wine.

The only problem I had with service was the wait for a table — one hour and a half. The waiting area is not too big and it becomes too crowded, this may be a problem.

Salad bar: J. Pauls one big item. For $4.95, one serving of salad is given, while $4.45 buys a small salad. This price includes all the soup and bread you want. For all-you-eat soup and bread, the price is $2.95.

J. Pauls serves a variety of beer and wine. Local wines such as Higuera brum, three house wines and wine cider. The menu will expand to include a special bottle of wine featured each week.

The salad is served up cafeteria serve-yourself style. While this may remind people of eating at the Alternative in the Dining Hall, the salad line at J. Pauls bears no comparison.

There are three varieties of lettuce. Then, there are over 40 toppings and side servings to choose from. Yum.

There's: onions, squash, celery, beans, artichoke hearts, sunflower seeds, tomatoes, shrimp, pineapple, fruit, salad, macaroni salad, ham, and turkey. The munchable toppings never end.

The salad itself seems pretty skimpy, but since it is serve-yourself, that salad can be pretty big. I was pret-

ty stuffed after only one serving. Then, I had soup and French bread, which real-

ly fills you up.

The night I went, there was minestrone, clam chowder, chicken noodle soup and chili.

The water had a slice of lemon in it, a nice touch that is just one of those little signs of class that is noticeable if it isn't there.

The munchabb toppings never end. That salad can be pretty big. 1 was pret-
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Forum focused on relationships

BY TWYLA THOMAS

An open forum on male sexuality Thursday in U.U. 216 brought forth such topics as changing male/female relationships, family planning and dating — but only two people showed up.

The forum was sponsored by the Health Center as part of Male Responsibility and Sexuality Awareness Week, which was coordinated by Denise Snyder, Snyder and Family Planning Educators Eric Goodfriend, Sharon Giorgi and Lisa Colburn, however, did spark a long discussion with the two students, Mike Raney and Tom Brennan.

Although Colburn believes there is more equality in our society as far as relationships go, there is conflict when it involves the difference between what people want and the way they think things should be.

Goodfriend said the new ability of women to assert themselves in relationships is "good and healthy" but that "men are being left by the wayside when they're unprepared with their roles.

A discussion then started about role-switching. Giorgi asked the males how they would feel if a girl asked them out.

"It's scary when the woman takes the initiative," said Raney. He felt though that "mutual sharing" in a relationship was important, too.

Brennan said, "I think it's that girls ask guys.

Increscne in campus crimes, report says

SANDRA GARY

The number of crimes committed at Cal Poly so far this year is up by 15 compared to January and February this year.

Debate team takes tournament

The Cal Poly Debate squad won the Swee makes trophy in the Santa Rosa Invitational Speech Tournament. The squad also received the Ethics Award.

The Cal Poly Debate squad was the swee makes trophy in the Santa Rosa Invitational Speech Tournament. The squad also received the Ethics Award.

The "Human Life Amendment" proposed for the U.S. Constitution provides that the "paranormous right to life is vested in each human being from the moment of fertilization without regard to age, health, or condition of dependency." This proposed amendment has persuaded people to an extent few amendments have, and it has produced a storm of controversy.

In order that the general public can obtain the best available information about the proposed amendment, Cal Poly's Student Health Advisory Council has arranged for an educational seminar on the subject, scheduled for 7 p.m. on Sunday, March 7. The public is invited and admission is free for the seminar, which will be held in Chumash Auditorium.

San Luis Obispo NOW President Carol Smith will moderate a panel composed of family counselor Sally Rago, college counselor Ed Welsh, health educator Linda Hutton, counselor and psychologist Gloria Zimmermann, Rev. Bob Webster and attorney Eleanor Barretti.
Sports Daily clubhouse
Bakersfield beware, Mustangs might come armed

BY VERN AHRENDSE

While watching the conference championship basketball game last weekend, I had an incredible urge to push the smart bomb. The smart bomb, for those unfamiliar with the Defender video game, eliminates everything in sight when pushed. All those unfamiliar with the Defender game did for me was eliminate everything in the middle of the Civic Auditorium. All that the championship game did for me was confirm my growing dislike for the neon wasteland in the valley — better known as Bakersfield.

As far as games go; the conference championship was well worth the two-hour drive, but somebody ought to put up a very large fence all around that watering hole. Having playoff fever is one thing, but being rudely obnoxious is another. There is nothing wrong with "Roadrunner Fever," but someone ought to check the thermometer and keep plenty of fluids handy when fans start publicly harassing and verbally assaulting other players, fans and coaches.

Cal Poly, and specifically Ernie Chencher, are both on the Ten Most Wanted list, and it seemed like the fans that gathered at the Civic last Thursday were more of a lynching mob than a prime target of al Qaeda. It was almost like a regional opener— Anchorage Community College Gymnasium as Coach Ernie Wheeler's Mustangs take on the Sea Wolves of Alaska-Anchorage University in Round One of the Western Regional.

The game is slated for 7 p.m., while Poly nominees Cal State Bakersfield meets San Francisco State in the nightcap at 9 p.m. Bakersfield won the right to host Poly when the Roadrunners captured the California Collegiate Athletic Association championship last Thursday by defeating Cal Poly, 50-49, in the regular season finale. That game was held in a cramped and very noisy Bakersfield Civic Auditorium while the regional games will be played in the more spacious and "neutral" community college gym.

The Mustangs finished the regular season with a 22-5 overall record, the third season in a row the 20-win level has been attained, and a 10-4 CCAA mark which put them in a two-way conference tie for second place with Cal State Dominguez Hills. The Toros, who beat both Bakersfield and Poly during the regular season, did not receive a bid.

The lone returning starter from Poly's third place finishers in the 1991 Mountain Division tournament, Kevin Lucas led the team this season in both scoring (20 points a game) and rebounding (6.8 a game). The 6-4 senior power forward was named CCAA Co-Player-of-the-Year this week along with Bakersfield's Wayne McDaniels. The two, who have become heated enemies this season, were also named to the first squad of the All-District Western Regional team. McDaniels is averaging 19 points per game and 8.8 rebounds a contest to lead the Runners in both categories.

In the final rankings of the season released this week, the NCAA Division II coaches poll has Bakersfield at the No. 5 spot, Cal Poly 10th and Alaska-Anchorage 14th. San Francisco State received a honorable mention in the final poll.

The Sea Wolves bring a 20-8 overall record into regional play. However, Anchorage, winners of the Great Northwest Conference with a 7-3 conference mark, lost their last three games to Eastern Montana (75-62), Seattle Pacific (91-74) and Puget Sound (77-75). The Sea Wolves average 73.9 points a game, while giving up 66.6 points. By contrast, Poly scores 82.5 points a game and gives up a nation-leading 52.6 points.
Thin clads host lone Poly meet
BY VALERIE BRICKMAN
Staff Writer

Mustang sports enclaves must sprint, leap or run to the upper track Saturday at noon to see them face Occidental at the Northern California Athletic Athletic Association this Saturday at home against Cal State Dominguez Hills. The showdown is slated for 12:30 p.m.

The Mustangs have Pat Croft to present a challenge in the hurdles. Croft has already qualified for the conference.

Croft and pole vaulters have been doing well in previous meets and have been training hard.

The team is positive about the meet, "Father time," he added.

Mustangs must "... demolish Occidental College Saturday," Henderson said.

The Mustangs have a 4-1 record.

Henderson said his fielders are strong and have great potential. There are strengths in every event, with all four teams currently qualifying for the nationals with their 46.77 time in the triple jump. Henderson said.

The Mustangs won a pair of double-headers against Chabot Junior College and Cal State Hayward to start their season off on a winning note. All four games were shutouts with Chabot falling victim to some unhitbatable Poly pitching, 3-0 and 1-0, and Hayward State getting bombed by a combination of heavy hitting and fast pitching in a 9-0 and 9-0.

"As far as Hayward, Yoshihara said, "Hayward State doesn't have that good of a team, but if the shutouts does say something about my pitching."" Henderson said.

Ruggers have chance for division title
BY MIKE TRACHOTIS
Special to The Daily

The Cal Poly Rugby Club has a slim chance of winning the Northern Division Championship when they host Occidental College at 12 noon.

Club President Jeff Applegate explained, "I'll take the 5th Division to win the tourney in our first year qualifying for the tourney. Our opponents are in this division and the only time poly has lost was against Occidental." Henderson said.

Coach Lorene Yoshihara pointed out, "They (Chabot) always gone to the Northern California Regional."

"As far as Hayward, Yoshihara said, "Hayward State doesn't have that good of a team, but if the shutouts does say something about my pitching."" Henderson said.

The Mustangs have an edge going into the game, but to convince the Executive Committee, according to Applegate, the Mustangs must "... demolish Occidental by a lot of points."

Forward Ken Nava anticipates a tough game. "They beat Chabot last week, so I'm sure they (Occidental) would like to spoil any chance we might have to win. We'll be up for the game though," he added.

The match will be played at one o'clock on the rugby field below Kennedy Library, behind the baseball field.

The Poly women's softball team will put a 4-0 pre-conference record on the line when they open their first season in the California Collegiate Athletic Association this Saturday at home against Cal State Dominguez Hills.

The Mustangs have already qualified in the 1,500 meters with a time of 3:50.8 and has qualified for the 3,000 meters with a time of 14:20.8.

Other Poly distance runners to watch should be Joe Green and Vernon Saller.

"Bakerfield has strengths in the sprinting and hurrying events," Henderson said.

The Mustangs have Pat Croft to present a challenge in the hurdles. Croft has already qualified for the conference.

Croft and pole vaulters have been doing well in previous meets and have been training hard.

The team is positive about the meet, "Father time," he added.

Mustangs must "... demolish Occidental College Saturday," Henderson said.

The Mustangs have a 4-1 record.

Henderson said his fielders are strong and have great potential. There are strengths in every event, with all four teams currently qualifying for the nationals with their 46.77 time in the triple jump. Henderson said.

The Mustangs won a pair of double-headers against Chabot Junior College and Cal State Hayward to start their season off on a winning note. All four games were shutouts with Chabot falling victim to some unhitbatable Poly pitching, 3-0 and 1-0, and Hayward State getting bombed by a combination of heavy hitting and fast pitching in a 9-0 and 9-0.

"As far as Hayward, Yoshihara said, "Hayward State doesn't have that good of a team, but if the shutouts does say something about my pitching."" Henderson said.

BUY ONE HAMBURGER... GET THE SECOND FOR A $1.00*
*(of equal or less value-with coupon)
A wide selection of Hamburger, beer, and wine to choose from. HAPPY HOUR 5-8 PM
(Compliment of Campus Coffee)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BY Tom Johnson

"Ah, Bistro!" In The CREAMERY-SLO

Pete's Bicycle Shop
EXPERT BICYCLE SERVICE
Since 1927

543-7045

Moped & Bicycles
Sales/Serv/Tune/Parts/Accessories
Master Locksmith Service

20% discount on parts and accessories
with student Discount card

Tay Sachs Testing
A genetically transmitted disease deadly to children. Be tested Tuesday, March 9th in Chumash from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Free.

Sponsored by ASI Student Community Services.
Help ourselves

Before, he was getting flak from Democrats, but now even members of his own party are beginning to realize what could happen and are speaking out in opposition.

This week, Republicans on the House Education and Labor Committee voiced complaints to Education Secretary T.H. Bell concerning President Reagan's proposed cuts in education in order to channel more money into defense spending.

This means that Reagan's proposed $3 billion in education cuts is now facing opposition from all sides — and for good reason.

Cuts in federal financial aid — and virtual elimination of aid to graduate students — could force as many as 2.5 million students out of colleges across the nation next year. It's estimated that stiff new requirements on student loans — making students whose parents make more than $12,000 a year ineligible — could force up to 5,000 students out of Cal's

And the quality of education is certain to decline under stringent financial aid reductions. Cuts in various student programs coupled with reduced faculty and staff cheat the public of its full educational education.

We, as students, must also voice our opposition to the ax Reagan wants to let fall on education. We must put pressure on our senators and representatives to oppose these cuts and not let them win Congressional approval. The California State Student Association has plans to oppose the re-election bids of all Cal students who support education cuts. We urge that all students join in this effort.

Reagan's proposal is a direct threat to the educational opportunities available to us and to future students. By opposing this plan, we are not only helping ourselves, but helping to preserve a legacy with deep roots in American tradition — the chance for self-improvement through higher education.

Letters

Demeaning cartoon

Editor: Since the idea of an Escort Service was first conceived, I have been a supportive aspirant of it in the ushering of women to and from their cars, classes, etc. I personally resent Tim Ballinger's comic depicting an escort as a pencil-skirted square being escorted by some Amazon for a woman, and refused to be equated as such.

Since the Fraternities have volunteered their efforts, over 2,000 women have benefited this potential life-saving service. Seeing no other on-campus sources, I urge Ballinger, himself offering to assist this ASI funded effort, I think it is high time

The real cheaters

In a recent edition of the Mustang Daily it was implied that welfare is essentially throwing good money after bad for a program that does not work. Rather than the large number of those on welfare are no more likely trying their best to get back on their feet in order to work, they are using welfare checks, where is there room to express of the common belief that a welfare is essentially throwing good money after bad for a program that is not working.

SAI

TOM JOHNSON, Editor
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